Antiquax Leather Re-Colouring Balm restores the colour to faded and worn leather by simply rubbing in with a soft cloth. It is suitable for use on all leathers except Suede and NuBuck.

Antiquax Leather Re-Colouring Balm renovates the colour and aspect of old and new leather. It works great at re-colouring areas that have been exposed to sunlight or direct heat, and is ideal for colouring cat scratches and re-colouring worn, dry and faded areas.

Instructions: Always test on an unseen area before use. Before using the balm, clean the leather using Antiquax Leather Cleaner. Rub the balm into the leather in a circular motion and then wait for 5 minutes for the balm to properly penetrate the leather. Buff over with a dry, clean cloth. It is advised to protect the leather from fading and future damage by applying Antiquax Leather Protection Cream.

Ideal for use on leather furniture, car leather, jackets, clothing, shoes, and equine leather. Do not use on Suede or NuBuck.

HEALTH & SAFETY:
Keep out of the reach of children
Read label before use
Use personal protective equipment as required
Store in a dry place
IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes

Made in UK

250ml